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Abstract:This paper aims to use a large set of feature descriptions as geometric cues to build the structural knowl-
edge of an indoor image. In this paper, a large quantity of training images are used to obtain the required informa-
tion through learning. We apply a multi-class version of AdaBoost with weak learners based on the decision tree to
label regions in an indoor image as “ground”, “wall” and “ceiling”. Through labeling, we can estimate the coarse
geometric properties of an indoor scene, which can be used ina large number of applications, such as mobile robot
navigation, object detection, automatic single-view or 3Dreconstruction, virtual reality, video games, etc.
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1 Introduction
Automatic 3D scene structure extraction from images
is an active research area and can be used in a diverse
set of applications, such as industrial manufacture,
building and architecture, medicine and biometrics,
multimedia, robotics and automation, etc. 3D infor-
mation is very important for the applications of mul-
timedia, especially in the applications of image-based
rendering, virtual reality walkthrough, teleconference,
distant education, video game design, etc.

Traditional methods use feature correspondence
between pairs of stereo images or sequence of images,
and/or projective geometry constraints to reconstruct
the 3D constructions, which require special equip-
ment, such as multiple cameras. Furthermore, using
projective geometry constraints to recover a metric re-
construction of an architectural scene is computation-
ally very intensive and usually unreliable.

Recently, Efros et.al [1] introduced a break-
through method that allows to extract rough 3D struc-
ture from a single image. Unlike most of the scene
recognition algorithms which model semantic classes,
such as cars, faces, text, etc., [2, 3], they reconstructed
the geometric structure of a scene through labeling
(recognition). However, they focus their work on out-
side images, which are inherently different from in-
door scenes. Our goal was to see if similar ideas can
be used to construct a system for extracting 3D struc-
ture from indoor images.

This work is inspired by Efros’s work, and while

there are overall similarities, we found that the struc-
ture has to be modified. In this paper, we use a large
set of feature descriptions as geometric cues and ap-
ply a multi-class version of AdaBoost [4] with weak
learners based on the decision tree to label an indoor
image as “ground”, “wall” and “ceiling”. Our goal is
to estimate the coarse geometric structure of an indoor
scene through labeling.

2 Features and Training

Instead of acquiring all the required geometric param-
eters from a single image, in this paper, we use a large
quantity of training images to obtain the required in-
formation through learning.

2.1 Features
Table 1 lists all the35 features used in this paper,
which include the information of location, color, ge-
ometry, texture and edges. The features are computed
for image segments which can be obtained by image
segmentation.

2.2 Training
In this paper, we use decision trees as weak learners
and use AdaBoost to select a subset of discrimina-
tive features and boost weak learners. AdaBoost, a
commonly used two-class (binary) boosting method,
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Table 1:Features
Feature Descriptions No.

Location 6
L1. Centroid: x,y 2
L2. x,y: 10th and90th percentile 4
Geometry 4
G1. Orientation 1
G2. Shape: ratio of MajorAxis/MinorAxis 1
G3. Eccentricity 1
G4. Area 1
Edges 4
E1. Compass Filters: mean 4
Color 6
C1. RGB values: mean 3
C2. HSV values: mean 3
Texture 15
T1. DOOG Filters: mean abs response 12
T2. DOOG Filters: mean of variables in T1 1
T3. DOOG Filters: id of max of variables in T1 1
T4. DOOG Filters: (max-median) of variables in T11

achieves a better overall regression/classification per-
formance by combining a set of weak learners through
an iteration procedure. It assigns different weights to
training samples in such a way that different classi-
fiers pay more attention to different samples. Since
we have multiple labels, in this paper we apply the
AdaBoost.M2 [5], a multi-class version of AdaBoost,
which is briefly described as follows:

Input: sequence ofN examples〈(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN )〉

with labelsyi ∈ Y = {1, ..., k}

distributionD over the examples

Initialize: the weight vectorw1
i,y = D(i)/(k − 1) for

i = 1, ...,N, y ∈ Y − {yi}.

Do for t = 1, 2, ..., T

1. SetW t
i =

P

y 6=yi
wt

i,y;

qt(i, y) =
W t

i,y

W t
i

, Dt(i) =
W t

i
P

N
i=1

W t
i

, y 6= yi

2. Call WeakLearner, with the distributionDt;
get back a hypothesisht : X × Y −→ [0, 1]

3. Calculate the pseudo-loss ofht:

ǫt =
1

2

N
X

i=1

Dt(i)(1−ht(xi, yi)+
X

y 6=yi

qt(i, y)ht(xi, y))

4. Set the new weights vector to be

wt+1
i,y = wt

i,yβ
(1/2)(1+ht(xi,yi)−( 1

k−1
)ht(xi,y))

t

for i = 1, ...,N , y ∈ Y − yi, βt = ǫt/(1 − ǫt)

Output the hypothesis

hf (x) = arg max
y∈Y

T
X

t=1

(log
1

βt
)ht(x, y)

3 Implementation
In this paper, we first partition the training images into
a large set of segments as shown in Fig. 1, where dif-
ferent colors are used to represent different segments.
Then, we manually label those obtained segments as
one of the three predefined labels, namely, “ground”,
“wall” and “ceiling”. Labeled segments are then used
as training samples and fitted in a boosted decision
tree classifier. Instead of labeling all the obtained seg-
ments as training samples, in this paper, we only la-
bel those with fairly large areas. Fig. 2 illustrates the
lablled training sample images and their correspond-
ing ground truth, respectively, where the color red in-
dicates “wall”, green indicates “ground”, and blue in-
dicates “ceiling”.

Figure 1:Over Segmented Images

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Labeled Images (a) labeled for training (b)
ground truth

In this paper, the image partition is implemented
using a publicly available code (C++), which is an
implementation of graph-based segmentation method
proposed by Felzenszwalb et.al [6].

The processing time for training a set of 1695
samples with 15 iterations is 4.5 hours and it costs
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around 32.0 seconds for testing a480 × 640 image
by using Matlab on a personal laptop with Intel Pen-
tium(R) 1.8GHZ processor and 1.0G RAM.

4 Experimental Results and Discus-
sion

In our database, we have30 indoor images, where
1695 out of 6265 segments are manually labeled as
one of the three predefined labels and used as training
samples.

Fig. 3∼ 5 show the distributions of training sam-
ples with respect to different features. Fig. 3 shows
that the location feature of centroid is a discriminative
feature to distinguish “ground” and “ceiling”. From
Fig. 4 (a) we can see that orientation is also a good
feature to distinguish “wall” from “ground” and “ceil-
ing”, as we can see that “wall” has a quite large dis-
tribution in a range around90o while the other two
classes have large distributions in the range around0

o.
Fig. 4 (b) shows that length ratio between major and
minor axis is a also good feature to separate “ground”
from the other two classes. Fig. 5 shows that neither
the R-plane in RGB color spaces nor H-plane in HSV
color spaces is a good feature.
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Figure 3:Training Sample Distribution (w.r.t location fea-
ture of centroid), where green∗ represent ground samples,
red◦ represent wall samples, and blue× represent ceiling
samples

4.1 Results
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show two samples of the experimen-
tal results, where Fig. 6 is a result of using only one
single classifier and Fig. 6 is from the boosted classi-
fier. From Fig. 6 we can see that different classifiers
pay more attention to different samples, while Fig. 7
shows that boosting provides a better overall perfor-
mance than every single classifier.

Table 2 shows the quantitative results, where we
use a 5-fold cross validation to evaluate the perfor-
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Figure 4: Training Sample Distribution (w.r.t geometry
features) (a) histograms of orientation feature for ground,
wall, and ceiling samples, respectively (b) histogram of ra-
tio of Major axis length and Minor axis length for ground,
wall, and ceiling samples, respectively
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Figure 5: Training Sample Distribution (w.r.t color) (a)
histograms of R plane for ground, wall, and ceiling sam-
ples, respectively (b) histogram of H plane for ground, wall,
and ceiling samples, respectively
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Figure 6:Results of Single Weak Classifier

Table 2:Confusion Matrix
Class Wall Ground Ceiling

Wall 73.04% 14.78% 12.18%
Ground 2.89% 97.11% 0%
Ceiling 1.73% 0.09 % 98.17%

mance and the confusion rate is calculated based on
pixels.

From Table 2 we can see that the confusion rates
between “ceiling” and “ground” are extremely low,
while between “wall” and either “ceiling” or “ground”
are a little bit high but reasonable. Thus, we can say
that it can label “ceiling” and “ground” regions almost
perfectly and can label “wall” reasonably well. This
can also be seen from Fig. 7. The main reason lies on
the composition of the feature set. For example, we
can see location is a very good feature for distinguish-
ing “ground” and “ceiling” as shown in Fig.3. In order
to distinguish “wall” from the other two classes, more
discriminative features are required.

4.2 Discussion
Since training samples are obtained through labeling
image segments, the final results heavily depend on
the performance of segmentation. There is a tradeoff
in the number of segments in segmentation. Under
segmentation increases the error rate, while over seg-
mentation costs more computation time. In this paper,
we aim to achieve high accuracy rate at the expense of
computation time. On the other hand, the complexity
of the decision tree and the composition of the feature
set are also critical issues.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we use a large set features such as in-
formation of colors, locations, geometry, edges and

Figure 7: Labeled Images, where it uses AdaBoost to
choose a subset of features (3 over 35) for every iteration (
iteration=15)

texture as geometric cues and apply a multi-class ver-
sion of AdaBoost with weak learners based on deci-
sion trees to label an indoor image as “ground”, “wall”
and “ceiling”. Through labeling, we can estimate the
coarse geometric information of an indoor scene and
it can be applied in many applications such as indoor
robot navigation, object recognition, 3D reconstruc-
tion, virtual reality walkthrough, video game design,
etc.

Our ultimate goal is to extract rough 3D scene
structure from indoor scenes. Thus, the information
of facing direction of wall, such as facing left, right,
front, etc., is also necessary. As we mentioned above,
the composition of feature set is also a critical issue.
In conclusion, our main future work involves sub-
class labeling and adding more features into feature
set.
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